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ABSTRACT 
In the present work, the squeeze flow geometry is used to investigate the properties of concentrated suspensions. 
The suspensions consist on hard glass spherical particles dispersed in a viscoplastic fluid. With such a material, 
following the solid volume fraction, the material rheological behaviour ranges from purely viscoplastic fluid to 
granular media. During the squeezing action, the material structure evolves with energy variation due to particle 
displacement and interaction. The goal of our study is to identify the effect of energy evolution on the flow 
properties of suspensions and detect granular contact evolution.  
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The proposed study consists on an energy approach based on the analysis of the global squeeze force and sample 
height with time. The squeeze force is decomposed in a combination of an average force component and a 
fluctuating one. This local fluctuating component is investigated from Fourier analysis as a function of solid 
volume fraction and compression velocity. Results show the evolution of the energy distribution during 
compression and allow the flow regime modification to be evaluated. 
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1. Introduction 
Suspensions containing solid particles, such as fibers, spherical and non-spherical elements, 
are commonly encountered in industrial processes and products. So, the suspension properties 
have to be investigated as a function of solid volume fraction, particle shape or deformability, 
particle size distribution, specific surface area of particle, as well as suspended fluid 
properties. As shown in [1], the flow of concentrated suspensions or granular media is 
complex and largely influenced by the physical properties of particles, the interaction variety 
between particles and shear rate. This may induce different flow regimes. The behaviour of 
concentrated suspensions and granular mixtures is generally investigated from simulations 
and rheological measurements. It appears that the squeezing flow is a practical geometry to 
determine the material properties of a wide range of materials, from soft fluids to highly 
concentrated pastes [2]. In such a flow, material is deformed between two circular parallel 
plates, as shown Fig.1, and squeezed out radially with both extensional and shear 
deformations. There is an extensive body of literature on the use of squeeze flow for 
rheological characterization of materials. There have been many studies of the response of 
squeezing force depending on fluid rheological behaviour and material-plate boundary 
condition [3-10]. So, squeeze flow has been previously used to study spherical particles 
suspended in Newtonian [11] and shear-thinning fluids [12]. It was found in these works that 
two main flow regimes appear. At low strain rate, viscous flow is predominant. At higher 
strain rate, solid-fluid separation is induced and the particles skeleton behaves as a deformable 
porous media. The relative liquid-solid motion of pastes with squeeze flow geometry has also 
been investigated from numerical analysis [13] and both theoretical and experimental point of 
view [14,15]. The frictional behavior of cement-based materials has been highlighted from 
squeezing experiments [16], showing also fluid drainage through the granular skeleton and 
sample hardening at low strain rate. 
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The squeezing flow is presently used to investigate the behavior of an idealized system of 
smooth hard spheres dispersed in a yield stress colloidal gel. Due to the spherical glass 
particle addition in the gel, the rheological behaviour of the suspension evolves according to 
the solid volume fraction of particles. Also, the material rheological behaviour ranges from 
purely viscoplastic fluid to lubricated granular media and purely granular media. The increase 
of particle concentration leads to a frictional behaviour of the suspensions. During the 
squeezing action, the material structure evolves with energy variations due to particle 
displacement, interaction and fracture. Also, we focus here on the energy approach based on 
the analysis of the global squeeze force of suspension that is decomposed in a combination of 
an average force component and a fluctuating one. Results are discussed in terms of evolution 
of the power spectral density of fluctuating force component which is obtained from Fourier 
analysis. Fourier analysis was previously used in rheology, in particular to investigate the 
viscoelastic properties of fluids in oscillatory measurements [17-19]. As mentioned in [20], 
the behaviour of granular media consists in the elastic and plastic deformation of particles and 
their rearrangement during the flow with frictional-collisional contribution. The solid volume 
fraction of suspensions considered ranges from 48.5 % to packing value. Squeeze flow 
experiments are performed using a texture analyser with different compression speeds. 
Attention is here concentrated on the effects of changing the volume fraction of particles and 
compression speed with an attempt to detect flow regime transition and concentration 
evolution of the flowing suspension. 
 
FIGURE 1 
2. Material and experiments 
Suspensions: The suspensions consisted of hard glass spherical particles dispersed in 
translucent colloidal gel. For each test, we prepared a suspension by adding a given volume of 
spheres to the gel. The suspension was mixed by hand at ambient temperature (~ 20 °C). The 
glass particles have a smooth surface and the volume median diameter of particles ranges 
from 0.85 to 1 mm. The particle size distribution of spheres is given in Figure 2.  The particle 
density is approximatively 2670 kg.m-3. The mass fraction of particles according to gel varied 
between 200 and 1000%. The volume fraction of particles in the suspensions investigated 
varied between  48.5% to packing value. The theoretical maximum packing volume fraction 
of monodisperse spheres is 74%. Experimental observations have shown that dense random 
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packing is close to 64% [21]. Here, experiments lead to obtain theoretical packing value for a 
mass fraction of particles according to gel equals to 600%. Mixture analysed with higher mass 
fraction keep packing value, but gel does not fill all the voids between particles and the 
probability of direct sphere contact is enhanced. 
FIGURE 2 
The composition of the colloidal gel mainly includes water, PVP/VA copolymer, 
polyquaternium-11, acrylates C10-30, alkyl acrylate crosspolymer, niacinamide, DMDM 
hydantoin, aminomethyl propanol. It density is 1260 kg.m-3. The rheological behaviour of the 
colloidal gel in terms of the evolution of its shear stress as a function of shear rate is described 
on Fig.2. The rheological behaviour was determined using a Gemini 150 Malvern rheometer 
equipped with smooth plate-plate geometry of 40 mm in diameter and 2 mm in gap. As shown 
Fig. 2, the gel is a viscoplastic fluid throughout the whole shear rate investigated. So, in the 
shear rate range considered, the fluid can be modelled as a general Herschel-Bulkley fluid:  
nγµττ &.0 +=  for τ  > 0τ  (1) 
where the shear-thinning index n is 0.45, the consistency µ is 38.6 Pa.s0.45 and the yield stress 
0τ  is 58.3 Pa. 
FIGURE 3 
Squeezing flow: The suspensions are squeezed out in constant contact area between the 
sample and two circular parallel rough plates, to reduce slippage, mounted on a texture 
analyser [22]. Plates are made of steel and roughness is obtained from concentric grooves of 
1mm in height and gap, manufactured at the plate surface. In our squeeze flow geometry, 
described in Fig.1, the squeezing action is realised by moving the upper plate at constant 
velocity, with the lower one remaining motionless. Consequently, the squeeze force and the 
sample gap vary with time and are recorded for two fixed velocities, 0.1 and 8 mm.s-1, with a 
sampling rate of 400 Hz. The initial height of the squeezed volume is 15 mm. The radius of 
the plates is 25 mm. The squeeze flow experiments are performed at ambient temperature and 
stopped when the load of the texture analyser reached 250 N to avoid a significant 
deformation of the particles. Tests are carried out in two replicates. 
With heterogeneous fluids, the height sample variation during compression reduces distance 
between particles. Consequently, particle contact and interaction increase during test and 
squeeze force measurement may be used to investigate this phenomenon. 
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As example, Figure 4 represents the evolution of the squeeze force as a function of sample 
gap on plate radius ratio, h/R, for different suspension concentrations in the case of a 8 mm.s-1 
compression velocity. This result shows firstly that, as expected, the squeezed sample 
thickness for a 250 N compression load depends on volume fraction of particles. Figure 4 
shows also that highly concentrated suspensions tends to behave similarly, with a fluctuating 
squeeze force at low sample gap due to particle displacement and interaction, in which a 
significant relative solid-fluid motion is present. It is also shown that the lower concentrated 
suspension (48.5%) behaves as the suspended fluid. This leads to envisage that the 48.5% 
concentrated suspension behaves as a homogenous fluid, in which particles do not interact at 
high sample thickness. 
The transition between these two flow conditions, homogeneous and heterogeneous flow, is 
obtained for the 65.3% concentrated suspension. In the following section, we investigate the 
flow behaviour of suspensions from an energy approach. Energy dissipation during 
compression is deduced from Fourier analysis of squeeze force signal. 
FIGURE 4 
3. Energy dissipation in the squeezed volume: spectral 
density approach 
As mentioned above, in order to evaluate energy variation due to particle displacement and 
interaction, we have considered the following approach. The global squeeze force signal is 
decomposed in n successive windowed signals of duration T. It is assumed that each of these 
windowed signals of the squeeze force is a linear combination of an average force component 
and a fluctuating one, as shown equation (1). 
 )(')()( tFtFtF +=  (2) 
where F is the squeeze force, F  is the average force component between t and t + T which is 
assumed to be a time linear function as battF +=)( , and 'F denotes the fluctuating part of 
the force during the time T, with 0'1'
0
== ∫
T
dtF
T
F . 
The energy distribution included in the squeeze force signal during the compression is 
identified using the power spectral density, denoted PSD later, and obtained from Fourier 
analysis. The PSD is calculated via the magnitude modulus of the FFT of the windowed 
fluctuating force signal, as follows: 
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dtetFFFFT
tJT ω
∫=
0
).(')'(  (3) 
)'(FFFTPSD =  (4) 
with fpiω 2= and the frequency Tf 1= . 
The Fourier transform technique is a commonly used method to obtain a quantitative measure 
of fluctuations in a periodic curve. It is presently applied to the fluctuating force component in 
the time domain to convert it to the frequency domain. The PSD is used to characterise the 
nature of the energy distribution in the frequency domain. The Fourier analysis allows the 
evaluation of properties that are otherwise difficult to be appreciated with time domain 
analysis. 
3.1 Preliminary results 
To apply the energy approach and evaluate how the energy in the signal is distributed among 
frequency, the input data have to be windowed prior to the FFT computation. The main role 
of the window T is to evaluate the sample gap influence on PSD evolution. There is a natural 
tendency to use a large value of T in order to obtain large and suitable frequency range. It also 
exists a compromise between the number of points in the investigated file and the sampling 
rate that is the rate at which the data points are being measured during experiments. The 
condition 'F =0 and the accuracy of the regression coefficient linked to the linear evolution of 
the average force component have also be ensured. In consequence, we have envisaged three 
values of T: 50, 100 and 256 points. Influence of chosen window value is illustrated by Figure 
5 (a,b,c) considering a 48.5% concentrated suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1. For these 
figures, it was found that the choice of window size does not greatly affect the shape of the 
resulting spectrum. PSD evolution is similar with the different T values, but the frequency 
range is extended up to low frequencies with the larger window value. It can be noted that 
increasing the window size induces higher PSD values. As a consequence, results will be 
expressed using T = 256 points. 
FIGURE 5 
Figure 6 represents the fluctuating force component of a 48.5% concentrated suspension 
squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1. This figure clearly shows the periodic signal of this component. At 
high sample gap, the magnitude of fluctuating force component is quite constant due to the 
rearrangement of particles only, but integrates also experimental noisy due to texture analyser. 
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It can be seen that at low sample gap, when plates are close, magnitude of fluctuating force 
evolves and increases due to particle interaction and collision with the plates.  
FIGURE 6 
In such a study, it is also necessary to distinguish the energy contribution of the flow and the 
instrument. The energy contribution linked to the instrument is due to the drive motor and 
includes the compression speed effect [22]. Actually, the upper plate displacement, without 
sample contact, induces noises. Figure 7 describes the PSD evolution of a test run with no 
sample. This shows that the equipment used for the experiments produces rays pattern with 
several high energy peaks at approximately 40, 80 and 120 HZ for both compression speeds 
investigated. This result allows the following remark to be made. Similar energy peaks appear 
when suspensions are squeezed out (see figure 5 and 8). So, it can be deduced that energy 
peaks due to particle displacement and interaction appear at low frequencies as it will be 
shown. 
 
FIGURE 7 
Comparison of figures 8 (a) and (b) shows that once suspension is flowing, PSD increases 
during time with ray pattern. At the compression test end, squeeze force increases and the 
PSD value is enlarged, see figure 8(b). It is noted that PSD evolution becomes complex with 
an energy contribution at low frequencies. This contribution is attributed to particle contact 
and interaction. As shown before, increasing solid volume fraction leads to PSD value 
increasing. It is finally noted that our approach do not distinguish the energy contribution due 
to extensional flow in the symmetry axis of the plates and shear flow close to the plates. 
 
FIGURE 8 (A) 
FIGURE 8 (B) 
3.2 Experimental results and discussion 
In this section, we investigate the influence of particle concentration and compression velocity 
on the energy evolution during the squeezing of suspensions. Results are expressed 
considering a mean value of PSD, noted PSDa (see equation 5) which is obtained as the area 
of PSD curve for the frequency range divided by fmax (fmax = 200 Hz, one half of sampling 
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rate). It is represented in function of an averaged single point value of sample height, for each 
window T, denoted ha. 
∫=
max
0max
)(1
f
a dffPSDfPSD  (5) 
Figure 9 reports the PSDa evolution of the suspension as a function of ha for the different 
particle concentration and the 8 mm.s-1 compression velocity. An increase of PSDa for 
decreasing averaged sample height ha can be seen for each suspension. This behaviour, which 
is more pronounced for dilute suspensions, was expected and clearly explained by the 
displacement of the particles during the compression and their interaction at low sample gap. 
So, energy dissipation is predominant when the particles interact and agglomerate due to 
upper plate displacement. It is also shown that energy evolution is similar with high 
concentrated suspensions (73.9%, 79.3% and 82.5%). This can be explained as follows: 
during compression, sample height decreases and a part of suspension is squeezed out the 
plates. A critical sample thickness appears when flow-induced heterogeneity is predominant. 
Squeezed suspension consists also mainly on granular mixture, where particle concentration is 
not influent, rather than concentrated suspension. In addition, the similar results obtained with 
73.9%, 79.3% and 82.5% concentrated suspensions suggest that energy activity with 79.3% 
and 82.5% suspensions should be obtained from a fixed packing value which is close to the 
theoretical packing value. Figure 9 shows also that the energy dissipation is similar for the 
48.5% concentrated suspension and the suspended gel. It is concluded in this case, that 
particles do not interact because the suspension is very dilute. The PSDa evolution is more 
important due to the contact of the plates at the test end. As observed from a general point of 
view in Figure 2, the transition between granular mixture and dilute suspension is obtained 
with the 65.3% concentrated suspension, which is close to dense random packing [21]. 
FIGURE 9 
Therefore, it can be seen, that for a fixed PSDa value, a critical thickness appears and this 
criteria increases with mass concentration increasing. Energy dissipation of suspensions may 
be similar and obtained for different sample height following the particle concentration. 
Influence of compression velocity is investigated considering the PSDa evolution as a function 
of ha for the 48.5% and 82.5% particle concentration with a 0.1 mm.s-1 compression velocity. 
Results are described by Figure 10. As previously obtained, an increase of PSDa for 
decreasing averaged sample height ha can be seen for both suspensions. The critical thickness 
is also quite identical for both suspensions considered here. It is also shown that energy 
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evolution is more important with the higher concentrated suspension. We noted that PSDa 
value are lower that in the case of the 8mm.s-1 compression velocity. Due to the lower 
compression velocity presently used, particles moves slowly with lubricated contact rather 
than forced contact as with high compression velocity. In consequence, energy distribution is 
less important.  
FIGURE 10 
 
4. Conclusions 
An experimental investigation of the behaviour of an idealized system of spheres dispersed in 
a yield stress fluid in constant velocity squeeze flow geometry was presented from an energy 
approach. The squeeze force was decomposed in average and fluctuating component. The 
energy distribution included in the squeeze force signal during the suspension compression 
was identified from the power spectral density of fluctuating force component. In particular, 
we considered the influence of particle concentration and compression velocity. It was found 
that energy dissipation is predominant for both high concentrated suspensions and 
compression velocity due to the interaction and forced contact between particles. However, 
from a critical volume fraction of particles, energy distribution is quite identical for all the 
suspensions investigated. This could be explained by the fact that packing solid volume 
fraction is reached. On the other hand, low compression speed has the opposite effect. In this 
case, energy evolution is less important during the compression due to the slow movement of 
particles and lubricated contact between each particle.  
An interesting problem, which may be now envisaged, is the energy distribution in squeezing 
flow of polydisperse suspension of spheres and non-spherical particles in suspension. 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1. Squeezing flow geometry 
 
Figure 2. Particle size distribution of spheres 
 
Figure 3. Shear flow curve of the colloidal gel 
 
Figure 4. Evolution of the squeeze force F as a function of sample gap on plate radius ratio for different 
suspension concentrations and colloidal gel – compression velocity 8 mm.s-1 
 
Figure 5. PSD evolution versus frequency for a 48.5% concentrated suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 – 
Influence of T value: (a) T=50 points, (b) T = 100 points, (c) T = 256 points. Each line corresponds to PSD of 
windowed fluctuating force signal ; PSD increases as the sample height decreases. 
 
Figure 6. Fluctuating force component evolution during the compression of a 48.5% dilute concentrated 
suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 
 
 
Figure 7. PSD evolution during upper plate displacement without sample contact 
 
Figure 8. PSD evolution in function of frequency of 48.5% concentrated suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 – (a) 
compression test beginning ; (b) compression test end. Each line corresponds to PSD of windowed fluctuating 
force signal ; PSD increases as the sample height decreases. 
 
Figure 9. PSDa evolution versus averaged sample height ha for different concentrated suspension of spheres 
squeezed at 8mm.s-1 
 
Figure 10. PSDa evolution versus averaged sample height ha for 48.5% () and 82.5% (○) concentrated 
suspensions of spheres squeezed at 0.1mm.s-1 
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Figure 1. Squeezing flow geometry 
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution of spheres
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Figure 3. Shear flow curve of the colloidal gel 
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Figure 4. 
Evolution of the squeeze force F as a function of sample gap on plate radius ratio for different 
suspension concentrations and colloidal gel – compression velocity 8 mm.s-1 
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Figure 5. PSD evolution versus frequency for a 48.5% concentrated suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 – 
Influence of T value: (a) T=50 points, (b) T = 100 points, (c) T = 256 points. Each line corresponds to PSD of 
windowed fluctuating force signal ; PSD increases as the sample height decreases. 
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Figure 6. Fluctuating force component evolution during the compression of a 48.5% dilute concentrated 
suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 
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Figure 7. PSD evolution during upper plate displacement without sample contact 
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Figure 8. PSD evolution in function of frequency of 48.5% concentrated suspension squeezed at 0.1 mm.s-1 – (a) 
compression test beginning ; (b) compression test end. Each line corresponds to PSD of windowed fluctuating 
force signal ; PSD increases as the sample height decreases. 
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Figure 9. PSDa evolution versus averaged sample height ha for different concentrated suspension of spheres 
squeezed at 8mm.s-1 
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Figure 10. PSDa evolution versus averaged sample height ha for 48.5% () and 82.5% (○) concentrated 
suspensions of spheres squeezed at 0.1mm.s-1 
 
